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ABSTRACT
This body of work addresses humanity’s relationship with digital technology from
a personal perspective. Through constructed photography and sculptural work, I point to
the connections between humans, machines, and nature, emphasizing the blurred lines
between each of these entities. By revealing overlaps and associations between them, I
seek to reconcile digital connection and emotional connection. I believe reconciliation
may come through the acknowledgment of digital technology’s influence, and the
subversion of convenience for the sake of quality human connections.
The images within this series reside at the intersection of self-portraiture and
documentary. A dialogue is formed between the subjects through the juxtaposition of
organic and synthetic materials, such as the human body, fungi, and various
manufactured objects. Their interactions within the photographs reinforce ideas of
boundaries and invasion. Many of the images and videos are direct and closely cropped,
allowing the viewer to step into my own perspective. While my examination of digital
technology’s impact is not comprehensive, it serves as an access point for viewers to
formulate their own questions about technology’s impact on their own lived experience.
Instead of offering the viewer a specific resolution, I exhibit my own process of
understanding through investigation and thus provide opportunities for inquiry and selfevaluation.
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CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION
In this body of work, intersections of organic and synthetic materials function as a
metaphor for blurring boundaries between humans, machines, and nature. By utilizing
various methods of self-extension, fragmentation, and recontextualization, I represent the
merging of these entities through photography and sculpture. I consider this work a
personal reconciliation with the ever-changing relationship between humans and digital
technology. There are many facets of digital technology that both impede and support our
connections with others. Blurring the boundaries between entities creates a question
about how each relates to the other. If we are able to acknowledge the predominant role
that the digital world plays in our relationships, we may be able to find a balance between
digital and emotional connection. This work stems from a passion for human connection
and the vital relationships we build between one another. Our individuality forms the
foundation of these connections. When a power structure that seeks to benefit from the
simplification of the individual is introduced, such as the translation of human
information into data, a tension is created. Investigating the impact of digital technology
provides a means for me to digest this uncontrollable force that continuously shifts the
way we operate as a society.
Using photographs, sculpture, and various synthetic and organic materials, I
compile my findings into a visual format that documents the typically unseen correlations
within our current reality. Many of the overlaps and connections that I create are inspired
by moments of realization as to how technology is interwoven in our lives. I use many
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elements that are remnants of myself or those close to me, including hair, life castings,
dryer lint, and body images. I photograph the sculptural forms or assemblages I create out
of these elements alongside natural materials, flesh-like membranes, and manufactured
objects. The flesh-like silicone pieces represent extensions of myself and are created
using tones from my own skin as a form of self-portraiture. The different ways the
subjects of the photographs interact form a commentary on the seemingly dichotomous
relationships between humans and machines.
This meditative process of creating images and sculptures has become a form of
self-reflection and a process that I now view as an act of reclamation over the body and
self as a human. My position is not one of condescension for the advancement of science
but a critical evaluation of how our perception of real and unreal has shifted. Drawing
connections between technological and biological structures reinforces the idea that these
entities are not so different, making it easier to blur the lines between them without much
regard for consequence. It is a yearning for the retention of humanity in a progressively
digital world and a defensive stance against the manipulation of the individual in the
pursuit of data.
Much of this work is informed by writings from theorists such as Donna
Haraway, Hannah Arendt, Jaron Lanier, among others. After researching many different
facets of technology’s impact on humanity, I returned to visual elements and material to
convey my thoughts. Many of the images and sculptures become distilled versions of
heavily nuanced experiences, individuals, and ideas. This in itself reflects a tension in the
relationship humans share with technology and nature. My interventions weave a
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narrative of interdependence, reliance, evolution, and inseparability between these
entities.
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CHAPTER TWO
FRACTURED IDENTITIES & LIMINAL OBJECTS
My approach to the subject matter for this work began with considering Donna
Haraway’s perspective in her 1985 essay, Cyborg Manifesto. In this manifesto, Haraway
critiques the structure of systematic divisions, arguing for indulgence in the confusion of
boundaries while simultaneously pointing out our responsibility in their construction1.
As technology becomes more pervasive, boundaries become increasingly blurred
between organisms and machines. At this point, it is impossible to dissociate ourselves
from technology without withdrawing from society altogether. Our position is one of
vulnerability and dependence, as we are entangled with it entirely.
I responded to this idea by contrasting the categories of the natural and synthetic
to represent the relationship between humans and machines. Due to our entanglement
with technology, humans and machines no longer exist at opposite poles. They reside on
a spectrum, with much overlap between them. I asked myself where the boundary is
between them and is this boundary even clearly defined anymore? If the gap between two
entities is a liminal space, the objects or beings that reside in that space may be
designated liminal as well, creating “liminal objects.” These liminal objects are undefined
by the restrictive nature of classification and therefore full of potential and inquiry.
An example of a being that resides somewhere on this spectrum is a cyborg. An
entity existing as both organism and machine, the cyborg resides in an undefined space

1. Haraway, Donna. “A Cyborg Manifesto.” Essay. In Simians, Cyborgs, and Women: The
Reinvention of Nature, 149–81. New York, NY: Routledge, 1991.
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that does not fit neatly in either category but instead rides the boundary between two
things. While the synthesis of organism and machine describes a cyborg, the degree to
which a cyborg must reside in either classification remains unspecified. A creature
without origin, the cyborg dwells at the boundary of human, animal, and machine occupying the most liminal role.2 I see my sculptures and images as relative to the
cyborg. These liminal objects embody multiple ideas and entities simultaneously.
Technology allows for duplication and extension of the self in a similar manner. Whether
this manifests as an internet-based identity or the utilization of a prosthetic limb, the
blend of human and machine is founded in mimicry and replication.
The use of photography as my primary medium lends itself to these foundational
ideas of replication. Inherently, images are flattened reproductions of the subjects they
capture. However, they also point the viewer directly to the connections I depict between
the human, machine, and natural entities. The photos present the subjects within their
appropriate contexts while also creating a distance between the viewer and the scene.
This flattened experience speaks to the idea of derivatives and replications central to this
body of work. While a photograph is already a flattened version of a subject, I also view
it as a form of documentation and a way to incorporate the subjects as part of our reality.
This flattening that occurs allows for control over the scale of the subjects, as well as how
their materiality is perceived. I am able to substitute different materials within forms and
treat each of my subjects equally when they are translated to this medium. Their
presentation is a clean, sterile version of their physical nature.

2.

Haraway, 3.
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While most of the works are photographic, several sculptural works require the
viewer's presence to fully understand and experience the material in relationship with the
form. There is no distance provided for the viewer in these works, and they are instead
asked to consider the tangible reality of these ideas. The process of creating each of these
works is just as important as the end result. With these media, the action is more present
for the viewer as well, allowing them to step into my practice and interact with that
process in a different mode. Both sculpture and photography allow me to create a space
for my liminal objects to reside. My interdisciplinary pieces utilize material and process
to construct a moment that is not typically visible, yet still persists outside of the world of
the photograph. By specifying their location – both in a photograph and physically in
sculptural form – they are no longer placeless beings but exist in natural environments
similar to ourselves.
Three images that set the tone for this body of work are Framework, Geometric
Figures, and Hide. The skin-like extensions in each work represent fragmented portions
of my own body, as a form of self-portraiture. The silicone sculptures are colored to
match my own skin, and they are placed amongst the landscape, directly referencing the
interaction of synthetic beings within a natural environment. The locations of the subjects
are not specific, yet the landscape is essential as it signifies the communal scale of
technology’s impact.
The piece Framework (Fig. 1.1) visually elicits organization within chaos using
silicone material to systematize the land. A rectangular piece of silicone skin lies on a bed
of ivy in the center of the frame. Individual leaves are woven into the skin in a grid
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pattern while the rest of the frame is entirely consumed by the invasive plant. The
geometric shape of the silicone creates a structured frame within what should be a
naturally unkempt landscape. This piece frames my thoughts on technology’s mimicry of
humans through data. The digitally replicated human is only a simplification of the
individual, organized into a binary pattern that does not allow for much nuance.
Hide (Fig. 1.2) depicts a silicone skin hung over a branch that moves gently with
the wind. The camera captures the slight motions of the skin, and its position resembles
how an animal hide may hang to dry. Silhouettes of the surrounding foliage project
through the skin from the sunlight. In this image, the skin is less of an object and more of
a memory of something once alive that is now wilting. The gesture is lifeless yet still
imprinted with the organic setting from which it came.
Likewise, the image Geometric Figures (Fig. 1.3) utilizes contrast between a
geometric form with the organic environment to begin a conversation on what it means to
simplify the human. A cubic piece of silicone that resembles human flesh is placed in the
middle of the frame within a grass field. Human hair is seemingly growing out of the
block of flesh, but the geometric form indicates an object rather than a being. In reality,
the form has been poured into a cubic mold and the hair has been hand sewn into its
flesh. Contradicting gestures such as this are significant indicators of how I view the
relationship between humans and machines. The natural environment houses the being,
but the residing subject is a liminal object that does not quite belong. It rides the
boundary between multiple entities. I see Geometric Figures as a transition between these
land images and the more sterilized constructed pieces. These three images set the tone
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for the rest of the work as they point to several ways in which humanistic qualities may
intersect with systematic organization within the natural environment.
Gesture is important in each of these images –how the sculpture interacts with the
environment it is placed in and what the material does in the space. Photographers like
Mauricio Alejo impacted the way I intentionally considered the relationship between the
material and the environment. While his approach is a more intuitive response to his
surroundings, my images became an intuitive response to the material. Alejo’s subversion
of functionality and instinctive response to the world he experienced was a vital moment
in my own approach to my subject matter.
By manipulating the expectation of existing forms and objects, physical
boundaries begin to be crossed both conceptually and materially in my work.
Rearranging these visual and material traits may expose the consequences of interposing
natural and synthetic qualities. In asking the viewer to consider how the object operates
depending upon its environment, we may be able to start a conversation on how these
metaphorical reorganizations operate on various scales. While the locations of these first
three works are in a public area, many of the other works are set in a studio constructed
space. The studio space alludes to a more private and subjective environment, while the
land references a communal area. These settings speak to the worldwide exchange of
private information online, while also acknowledging the personal impact it may have on
each individual.
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CHAPTER THREE
WHAT WE ARE MADE OF
The materials used in each sculpture are equally critical to the location and form
of the piece. By utilizing synthetic materials to mimic biological forms, the works
question our preconceived notions of authenticity. I use synthetic substitutes, such as
plastic, silicone, and metal, to emulate the human body and various organic forms. Using
mimicry in the construction of these sculptures plays on the ideas of appearances,
imitation, and deception, leaving the viewer vulnerable to their own perceptions.
Rearranging and combining fragments from each of these entities creates visual tension
and builds obscure, unresolved areas into the forms.
It is noteworthy to consider the role of mimicry in nature as well. Many creatures
rely on mimicry as a defense mechanism, imitating other threatening species to dissuade
predators from attacking. In reality, mimicry is an illusion. It is not until the organism is
scrutinized that the true nature of its power is revealed. While the digital world does hold
a form of power over us, I think that its true nature may be exposed under closer scrutiny.
The way digital technology mimics the biological world takes away our amazement at its
power because we are presented with a familiar practice.
Many of the sculptural forms utilize natural materials such as hair and landscape
elements combined with synthetic membranes and flesh. The use of a skin-like element
serves as a corporeal embodiment of a boundary. In the same way, I see human hair as a
symbol of intimacy and connection. Other elements, such as metal, represent machines
and manufactured items. Combining these synthetic things with pieces from nature forces
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these entities to work together and interact in a way that does not typically occur. Once
their boundaries are given a physical form, it is possible to sever, mend, or remove them
completely.
To consider the combination of human and machine, we must also recognize that
the body is not defined only by its physical characteristics. Knowledge and consciousness
are both needed to fully exemplify a human. Transferring knowledge outside of the body
and into a machine is termed cybernetics.3 Information processing technologies replicate
the “thinking” function of the body, taking on human capabilities. In addition, technology
such as Artificial Intelligence (AI) simulates consciousness that was previously limited to
human beings. Extending these qualities outside of the body questions whether the
human form is simply a prosthetic for individuality and whether this prosthetic can be
replaced. If our qualities can be replicated or translated into data, how does that change
the value of our physical form? I use fragmented pieces of the human body combined
with synthetic replicas to communicate these ideas in my work. Considering the body as
an avatar for information processing would diminish the significance of the body. This
undermines our preconceived notions of individuality, which is the basis of our social
structure. Equalizing the body with a machine simplifies the human experience down to a
data stream. The tension between mechanized information processing and the human
body creates a power dynamic between these forces that must be subverted for the sake
of our individualism.

3.

Garoian, Charles R., and Yvonne M. Gaudelius. "Cyborg Pedagogy: Performing Resistance in the
Digital Age." Studies in Art Education 42, no. 4 (2001): 334.
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If we are to begin a conversation on body enhancement, the limits of the body
must first be established. Adding onto a physical form means acknowledging that the
form has boundaries that may be exceeded. It is logical to identify the skin as a corporeal
boundary between the body and the rest of the world. Our skins become a boundary
between two worlds, dividing our inner self from the outside, and yet physically
connecting us to the outside at the same time. However, this does not account for any
mechanization or prosthetic addition to the figure, particularly internal enhancement.
When considering the integration of the body and machine, it is imperative to concede
that a "body" may not be the definitive standard for humanization. Tate defines abject as
"the state of being cast off," typically in reference to the human body within (specifically
feminist) works of art.4 A concept further defined by Julia Kristeva in her essay Powers
of Horror: An Essay on Abjection, the abject body generally refers to bodily functions or
actions deemed too inappropriate for public discussion5. The abject disturbs social
convention, intervening in ideals surrounding identity, vulnerability, and purity. The
addition of digital devices into a body functions in a similar way. The integrity of the
body appears threatened when an object that is not biologically native is introduced.
Many fragments of the body additionally become abject once they are cast off
from the human figure. Remnants of hair, shed skin, and debris that we leave behind are
no longer recognized as part of a human but are now objects severed from a being.

4.
5.

Tate. “Abject Art – Art Term.” Tate. Accessed November 22, 2020.
<https://www.tate.org.uk/art/art-terms/a/abject-art>.
Kristeva, Julia. Powers of Horror: An Essay on Abjection. New York, NY: Columbia University
Press, 1982.
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However, I believe these cast-off fragments of ourselves are still indicators of who we are
or who we were in that moment. They are identifying factors, even if not totally
indicative of our whole selves, similar to data in the digital realm. The abject typically
refers to the physical body but I also see data traces as an equivalent in the digital world.
In this way the abject in the context of this work alludes to both the physical and nonphysical pieces of ourself that we leave behind. These can be seen in the form of hair and
false skin in many images, as well as mold, dryer lint and skin cells. The digital traces we
leave behind in behavior patterns, algorithms and personal data can be considered
similarly. It is difficult to conceptualize each of these pieces apart from us, but they are
each evidence of our presence in the digital and physical world.
Using abject remains of the body and various methods of substitution between
materials creates new interactions between the objects that reveal how I see overlap
between these entities. As stated previously, I believe the development of technology is
founded in mimicry. In each of the following images, a part of the subject is replaced
with a new material that may imitate the original form, playing off the ideas of
substitution between organic and synthetic parts.
Inhale/Exhale (Fig. 1.4) sets the tone for these substitution pieces, offering a
meditative yet vital reminder to breathe. Breath is a sign of life, and simultaneously a
mindfulness practice that brings us back to a calm center. However, the lungs are instead
two slices of grapefruit, severed from their whole and laid onto a sterile white surface.
One of the forms is a natural pink color, while the other has been tainted with a blue dye.
Red and blue recur in this work as symbols of life, similar to the veins that run through
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us. However, the blue also alludes to the digital world, in this instance, a tainted version
of something that is essential to our endurance.
In the piece What We’re Made Of (Fig. 1.5), I create an equation between two
structural objects of similar weight and size. I use metal as a material in many of my
photos to reference mechanization or the influence of technology. When this is paired
with a human structural component, I consider what it means to replace certain body
parts with mechanization. Years ago, my father's tibia was shattered and replaced with a
metal rod after a softball accident. The large scars on his leg are constant reminders of
this exchanged piece of him. For me, this brings up many questions about the role that
mechanization has when it comes to the function of our bodies. What does it mean to
interfere with the structure of our own systems, even when it is vital to function? Whether
implementing a machine into the body is seen as beneficial or abject depends on its
intention and how society categorizes the end result.
The piece Finding Intimacy (Fig. 1.6) reintroduces metal, but this time as a soft
and delicate material, mimicking the nature of hair rather than bone. I see human hair as a
symbol of intimacy and connection. Even when cast off from the body, a lock of hair
given to someone or left behind from a loved one is a reminder of the bond between two
people. Two strands of my own hair are braided with twisted metal wire in the center of
the frame. Hair, typically a symbol of identity and intimacy, is indicative of strength
when woven together. However, the interference of the third material divides the unity of
the hair strands, creating one object that is not entirely cohesive. In the following image,
Sensory Response (Fig. 1.7), a square piece of silicone is centered in the frame, with
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fabricated hair made from metal pins penetrating the surface. The geometric shape of the
skin creates a sterilized version of a human quality. The metal substitute in each of these
images constructs a rigid alternative to the intimate and identifying nature of hair.
In the piece Mycelium (Fig. 1.8), the role of hair transitions as white dog hair is
arranged to mimic the pattern of mycelia. Mycelia are the vegetative part of fungi that
connect different mushrooms' roots, operating similarly to the internet. The intrusive yet
beneficial relationship amongst these fungi and their environment demonstrate a direct
correlation between biological and technological structures. The network created by both
the internet and the mycelia is not so different, but the translation between natural and
digital is not entirely seamless. A digital replication of a natural process will always fall
somewhat short in comparison. In this image, the mycelial roots are replaced with dog
hair. The appearance of the network connection is maintained and yet the function is
removed.
Visually similar to Mycelium, the work Recognition Patterns (Fig. 1.9) addresses
the idea of identifiable traits. While Mycelium is based on a broader perspective of a
larger network, Recognition Patterns focuses on a personal level of simplification.
Resembling both tree rings and a human fingerprint, the hand stitched pattern speaks to a
streamlined version of identity indicators. Additionally, the tone of the thread and
silicone allude to me and my own body. When paired together, the notion of a
problematic network combined with simplified identities points to the way data mining
operates within the digital world.
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These images contain many visual similarities, specifically in the way they are
centered compositionally and their circular geometric forms. Many of my subjects are
situated in the middle of the frame in an effort to confront the viewer and point directly to
the logical associations I draw. The circular form of these images, however, points to the
notion of cycles and unending progressions. I think about the life cycles we all
experience. I also think about the way cycles apply to our behavior, and how habits that
are made become very difficult to break. The introduction of digital technology within
our daily lives has created an unending cycle that every future generation is now subject
to. Our lives have become intertwined with the digital, and it is now impossible to undo
this merge. Since it is inescapable, we must acknowledge our position within it and the
power structures it perpetuates.
The piece Extremity (Fig. 1.10) features a sculptural form in the center of the
frame with a shallow depth of field. The form is made from found bark, with spray
insulation replacing the missing structure of the tree trunk. The spray insulation was
painted to match my own skin tone, forming a fleshy yet structural component of the
piece. On the front of the branch, silicone castings taken from walnut shells seem to
thrive off the surface like barnacles. Their shape is reminiscent of tiny brains, and yet
each of them still hold dirt from the inside of the original walnut shell. The piece as a
whole is a constructed extremity from a tree, a branch that has been replaced. The
extracted silicone walnuts also serve as an extension of their original source, while
mimicking pieces of the human body, such as the brain and skin.
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In the image Envelope (Fig. 1.11), a piece of silicone that matches my skin tone
has been folded over itself and attached to a white cloth. Tiny, calculated red stitches
hold the silicone onto its base and onto itself. As I stitched this piece, I thought of
wounds and how the red stitches both created wounds in this material, but also acted as a
method of binding it back together. The gesture of the silicone is now more bodily yet
can never be removed from its flat backdrop. This contradiction alludes to a false repair
that has taken place. Evidence of human presence remains, but the dimensional sculptural
body is permanently fixed to its flat counterpart.
After considering substitution and the interruption of natural processes through
these images, I created the piece Progressions (Fig. 2.1). This video documents a cyclical
narrative of processes and what may result from their interruption. A stalk of celery is
propagated within water that is dyed an unnatural blue tint. False skin is peeled away and
shed from various parts of my body. A wax brain is melted in a pan, conforming to the
circular geometric shape of its container. A sewing machine collides with cloth and
silicone. An aloe leaf is severed and split, then used to heal an intersection between
machine stitch and silicone. These bodily actions address duplication, growth,
conformity, and natural healing.
Laura Splan’s Trousseau, Gloves, and Negligee works were pivotal in my
understanding of how to extend the body while creating remnants at the same time. Much
of this video stemmed from my references to her work in using glue to peel off the
texture of my own skin. Splan repurposes the peels and creates garments that touch on
ideas of beauty, femininity and identity. I am interested in the process of the peel itself.
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Documenting a false molting of my own skin touches of ideas of growth, change and
becomes an abject remnant while confusing the boundaries between human and animal.
The rest of the visuals in the video stemmed from this initial experiment. For each visual,
an alternate sound is used that is comparable to the original audio but is one that disrupts
the viewer's expectation. The dissected timing of the visuals combined with these
alternate sounds creates a discomforting yet engaging experience.
In many of these works, the treatment of the materials is very similar. There is
little hierarchy evident, and every subject is seen as central and equal within the frame. It
is necessary to treat the materials alike in order to form equations between them.
Photographs can inherently be equalizers when it comes to the treatment of their subjects,
and I use this to reference the way in human qualities are impacted by machines. This
flattening and equalizing of the subjects alludes to the way in which humans are reduced
to algorithms or data. The intimate relationships we build with others center upon
interpersonal experiences, the nuances of our personalities, and day-to-day moments.
These are things that cannot be condensed down to a data stream or reduced to a series of
numbers or behavior patterns. Technological predictions and assumptions of human
behavior discount the value of the individual. Technology has taken a toll on the quality
of our relationships with others. While it may increase the quantity and diversity of our
connections, it does not allow for the same connection as face-to-face interaction. I
believe this has a negative impact on how we treat each other because we are growing
used to seeing each other as flattened replications of each other on the internet rather than
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multidimensional human beings. This affects the way we talk to each other, the amount
of respect we show others, and the level of compassion we hold for anyone online.
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CHAPTER FOUR
RECONCILIATION
While developing this body of work, I had to come to terms with the fact that my
own perspective and experiences with technology are limited and do not provide a
comprehensive evaluation. Examining the advancement of technology involves tackling
many factors that are not easily encompassed. Attempting to represent this subject with
one body of work will never include all aspects, nor will it consider all perspectives.
After acknowledging this work as a process of personal reconciliation, I focused on
adding more personalized elements into the work. I concentrated on my own experience
and sought to represent this through both material and subject. When I began to consider
how to represent the human body, I knew I needed to highlight this personal reflection
through self-portraiture. The skin tones used in these works are taken from my own body,
representing extensions of myself. In using these references to myself - my skin tone,
clippings of my hair, and traces of my actions - I began to process my place in relation to
these ideas. The subjects of these works rely heavily on my own experiences and
memories of connections and disconnections.
I began this process of reconciliation with an examination of myself. The pieces
Self Portrait in Mold 1 and 2 were early experiments in evaluating fragments of myself.
To create Self Portrait in Mold 1 (Fig. 1.12), I swabbed ten different areas of my body
and rubbed these swabs on agar bases in small Petri dishes. I arranged them accordingly,
from head to toe, on a blue grid background. I documented their growth in the beginning.
Once the mold and bacteria grew, I preserved them by pouring silicone directly into the
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Petri dishes, letting them set, and peeling them from their forms. This created ten
perfectly circular representative growths from my own body. I then arranged them
accordingly once more onto a piece of silicone that matched my skin. The piece was
placed outdoors and left to interact with the organisms and bacteria in a natural
environment. I documented this action in Self Portrait in Mold 2 (Fig. 1.13). This piece's
engagement with the land and living organisms steered me towards a new way of
displaying natural and synthetic relationships.
I felt compelled to expand on the idea of allowing my work to interact naturally
with its environment and created the video piece, Current (Fig. 2.2). Using pigmented
silicone and strands of my own hair, I created a loose representation of myself. I sewed
small sections of hair directly into the silicone with thread that matched the color of my
flesh and unexpectedly created a root system for these hair strands. My original plan was
to cut the threads, but their resemblance to an uprooted plant served my idea more than I
anticipated.
I shot the video over several different trips to a local creek, trying new angles and
iterations and allowing the sculpture to interact with the water in different ways. I
captured the hair bending to the will of the current, the sculpture washing away in the
rapids, and eventually the moment it washed up onshore. I think of running water as a
force that is difficult to push against, and I have released a piece of myself into it,
watching it float away and chasing its journey as a result. Using an underwater camera, I
experimented with capturing the perspective of my extended self. Moments of chaotic
underwater rapids are inserted within the seemingly calm flow of the sculpture down the
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creek. At the end of the video, the sculpture is removed from the water, captured by an
undefined figure that is actually a silhouette of myself. The next frame displays the
piece’s newfound inhabitance in a sterile glass bowl. Reminiscent of a propagated plant,
the piece is simultaneously at rest from the current but now also entrapped in a sterile and
inactive habitat. The sound changes as the video ends, transforming into restrained drips
of water in contrast with the continuous splashing of the creek. The images Current, Still
(Fig. 1.14) and Propagation (Fig. 1.15) capture the beginning and end of this process,
documenting and comparing each extreme and alluding to ideas of containment and
displacement.
As I continued extracting and duplicating pieces of myself, I became more
interested in how I could put the pieces back together. The process of breaking a material
or object and then mending it together has been integral to much of my artistic practice. I
took a long time to meditate on what exactly this meant, but I believe there is more than
one distinct significance. The practice of mending became personally important because
of a need to repair something that may be disjointed. Points of connection and
disconnection are integral to this work, and this sometimes manifests in literal
connections made with red thread. The red thread is reminiscent of veins and the
circulatory system within the human body. As a symbol of human life, the red thread
draws literal connections and patterns on silicone forms. I looked to artists like Annegret
Soltau and Carolle Benitah, referencing the way they change the image through mending
and breaking.
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Carolle Benitah’s Photos Souvenirs are sculptural snapshots associated with
memory, loss and familial connection. I was originally drawn to these works because of
the striking red thread that pierced the family photos. The stitches fragmented the original
scene but created a new way of seeing something common from a subjective perspective.
While Benitah physically pierces the images, I incorporate my stitches within the image.
There is still a distance between the viewer and the mend, yet the subtle violence of a
pierced material is evident in both of our works. Likewise, Annegret Soltau breaks
images apart before piecing them together with different images. While Soltau’s works
are more collage based, the same idea of fragmented bodies occurs in both of our works.
There is still a gentle violence in the pierced holes of the stitches, but the works become a
sculptural method for finding connection as well. I see my works as similar to each of
these artists, yet there is a difference when you consider the intentions behind the mends
each artist makes. My stitches do not seek to reconcile memory, loss or specific familial
ties. I see my mends as a way to connect the materials I use, and to point to associations
between the human and machine. Stitching the silicone becomes a gentle yet violent act
of piercing the skin and putting the body back together in a crude way. There is an
attempt at restoration, but the extensions of the self will never be complete. While
connection is at the heart of each of my works, my stitches also serve as a method of
reclamation over human labor in light of the mass production and mechanization that
overtakes many creation processes.
Ultimately, the process of mending and breaking culminated in several pieces,
such as Self Mended No. 1 (Fig. 1.16) and Self Mended No. 2 (Fig. 1.17). I created Self
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Mended No. 1 first, and this piece has become pivotal in resolving the rest of the work.
As I made other castings in silicone reminiscent of my own body, I collected the leftover
pieces and stored them away, thinking there was some purpose they could serve. I would
arrange them together, rearrange them, and think about how they were derivative of me.
Eventually, I placed them in their final arrangement on a piece of beige cloth and stitched
them together, drawing thin red connections between each piece. The organic pattern is
held together by the deliberate lines, creating a new version of myself that is patched
back together, yet still incomplete.
Self Mended No. 2 resulted from a similar idea but used a torn piece of silicone
and human hair instead of red thread. The human hair was braided into tiny strands to
build a stronger filament that would hold the tear back together. The hair was from a
close friend of mine and is stitched using a Sashiko pattern, designed to make the original
material stronger than it was before the tear. In placing these pieces side by side, I think
about how the sturdier mending pattern made with remnants of a close friend alludes to
the strength that is only built through relationships with others. Both of these mended
pieces exist as liminal beings, lying in the boundary between human and object. The
combination of organic and synthetic material, woven together in a way that builds
strength, speaks to the roles each of the entities play in how our connections are formed.
These process-based works were contemplative in practice. Questions surfaced of
what my actions really meant and how they benefitted or hindered my material. My
thoughts became cyclical, always coming back to interference, healing, disconnection,
and restoration. Forms of Healing and Repair (Fig. 1.18) touches on methods of
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restoration by combining two tools used for healing. The medicinal aloe plant is repeated
throughout this body of work as a representation of natural healing. In this image, the
aloe leaf has been severed from its root and is now being repaired manually before it has
time to self-heal. The stitches created with red thread are calculated and meticulous,
contrasting the organic nature of the leaf. The red thread is evidence of interference in a
natural healing process but also references a tendency to intersect restorative methods
between entities.
Comparably, in Fracture/Extend (Fig. 1.19), the aloe leaf is manipulated by a
flexible mirror. The aloe leaf becomes a substitute for the body in this image as well as
the Progressions video, but it is also a naturally medicinal and restorative plant. This
brings to mind different forms of healing, both natural and man-made, that may stand for
a desire for reconciliation or some sort of repair. I placed one end of the mirror at the
base of the severed aloe leaf and bent it until the new reflection resembled an extension
of the original leaf. The bend of the metal creates a distorted and seemingly fractured
replication of the aloe leaf while also extending it farther into space. These gestures each
seem to be an attempt at restoration, as well as an acknowledgement of a presumed divide
between what is natural and what is synthetic.
While it is impossible to completely restore the breach between the digital and
physical world, I believe reconciliation could come through acknowledgement of this
divide, and intentional balance between these two forms of connection. Initially, my
dilemma with the digital world stemmed from an idealized expectation of human
relationships and a distrustful standpoint against anything that was an obstacle to human
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connection. Yet, if I can learn more about how technology impacts me as an individual
and how it affects my relationships, I can intentionally subvert convenience and strive for
quality in my connections, my work, and many other aspects of my life. At this point, it is
impossible to challenge the use of technology entirely. Examining the shortcomings of
the digital world and the points at which it intersects with our human connections allows
me to personally work to overcome some limitations. If I am actively working to bear in
mind the limitations of technology in our human connections, I may be able to more
seamlessly integrate digital connections into my life without sacrificing quality
connections. This work has become self-healing in a sense, and I believe reconciliation
means that I am able to create an emotional distance from my negative inclinations
towards technology and instead process my thoughts more logically through photographs.
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CHAPTER FIVE
ACTS OF RECLAMATION
As I dove deeper into creating sculptural forms as works and as subjects for my
photos, I began a process of working in repeated motions and tedious labor. I think of
redundant labor in relation to mass production due to the cyclical motions that become
mechanized the more they are performed. With this mindset, my practice felt more
machine than human. Yet, I also acknowledged that intensive work is part of what it
means to be human and an artist. Accepting these roles positions me as the laborer, the
machine, and the human behind the work allowed me to find ways to reclaim cyclical
work as a part of the human experience.
In reading “Cyborg Pedagogy: Performing Resistance in the Digital Age,”
Garoian and Gaudelius speak of performance and dance as acts of reclaiming the body,
stating "the performance of the self as a cyborg represents an overt political act of
resistance in the digital age."6 Artists such as Stelarc, Eduardo Kac, Orlan, Guillermo
Gómez-Peña, and Roberto Sifuentes utilize performance to address technology in their
work. Each of these artists felt that they were reclaiming their body in some way through
performance from the overarching machine culture of the late 1980’s and early 1990’s.
While my work is not directly performative, I view my laborious actions in a similar way,
using these as an act of resistance against how information technology shapes identity
and a form of reclamation over the body. Creating the sculptures that I use in my

6.

Garoian and Gaudelius, 337.
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photographs begins with long hours of redundant labor, where I give physicality to ideas
of overlap between humans, machines, and nature. Repetitive work becomes meditative
and brings together these elements of human, machine, and nature. Interruptions in
landscapes, breaks and mends between borders, and new physical forms present
themselves as corporeal responses to my questions. I view their physicality, and the
involvement of my own body and labor, as an act of reclamation in a progressively digital
world. Meditating on the human body, natural cycles, and systematic patterns has
influenced how this work unfolded.
If we specifically consider A Loss of the Individual (Fig. 3.1), the piece's
materiality and the laborious process of its construction form the content of the work. I
view this piece as a communal version of Self-Portrait in Mold diptych. I collected dryer
lint, human hair, and animal hair from others as well as myself, and needle felted all of
the pieces together by hand on a square cloth. When combined in this way, the residual
hair and leftovers elicit a visceral response that is not achieved in a photograph. The
physical presence of the piece is necessary to experience its scale and materiality.
When I started this piece, I was looking at work by Tara Donovan, wondering
how much of one thing it took to make it look like a lot of things. The repetition of the
material as well as the repetitive action that was involved in this piece creates a
meditative experience for both artist and viewer. I view the materials used as residual
fragments of individual people that have been left behind. It is a version of them that is
not whole but tells a short narrative about them from one moment in time. These abject
fragments of the body are indicators of the people who once bore them as a part of their
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self. Now that they have been severed, they are not completely human anymore, but are
evidence of human presence.
As I collected the lint and hair, I placed them on a square cloth base and attached
them with a temporary spray adhesive. Once the lint and hair had been layered, I needle
felted the pieces into the cloth and into each other. The process became extremely
meditative and I took the time to wonder where all the small pieces encased in the lint
had come from. What do these fragments tell about the individual's story, who are they,
and what were they doing at the point when this washed from them? Are they even the
same now? As I punched the pieces together with my needle, the small fragments all
began to blend together, becoming indistinguishable from one another and blurring the
boundaries between the humans who had donated them. There was a loss of
individualism as the fragments became intertwined. The layers and groupings of those
who had donated blended into a pattern that concealed the distinctive individual qualities
that were once present. Presented at a scale larger than the human, the viewer must now
confront this visual of our simplified and intermingled remnants.
This piece is not specifically about one person or me. It is about what it means to
take apart people and distill them down to something that is less than themselves but still
a representation of who they are, who they were, or what they were doing. There is a
commonality between all of the people and the animals who have given me their leftovers
– they are all attached to one thing, and they have all given over pieces of themselves to
that I may arrange them and bring them together how I choose. The individuality of each
person and creature is gone. They are no longer recognizable; they are simply a pattern
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that has been organized onto one flattened surface. They are not even completely bodily.
The leftover skin cells and hairs become a mixture with synthetic fibers and clothing
remains. Now upon a pedestal, the piece becomes an object rather than something part
human, and this stripping of humanity is precisely what I am trying to reconcile.
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CHAPTER SIX
CONCLUSION
This body of work reinforces the idea that the structures and systems between the
technological and biological world are not so different. It is easy to blur the lines between
them when the digital world is carefully modeled to mimic that with which we are
familiar. Using materials that mimic other forms and constructing works that reveal these
overlaps may help us realize the degree to which we are subject to digital influence. The
use of synthetic and organic materials does not point directly to specific types of
technology or modes of using it. We all have different experiences with how machines
have served our lives and impacted our communities, and this work raises the question of
the degree to which we are intertwined and inseparable with technology.
The conversation on humans’ relationship with technology is not a new topic, yet
it is increasingly relevant. As access, convenience, and connection expand, we are
evermore swamped by massive, increasing online experience. My evaluation of digital
technology’s influence is not all-inclusive. For the viewer, it may simply serve as an
access point from which they are able to interject their own experiences and
understanding. Creating this work was a way for me to process how we handle
technology and what it means to allow it to touch every aspect of our lives. When we do
not set boundaries on our usage of this means, it becomes easy to allow our computers to
replace authentic human interaction. It is at this point that technology becomes an
invasive hurdle in our growth.
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Figure 1.2 Hide
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Figure 1.3 Geometric Figures
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Figure 1.4 Inhale/Exhale
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Figure 1.5 What We’re Made Of
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Figure 1.6 Finding Intimacy
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Figure 1.7 Sensory Response
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Figure 1.8 Mycelium
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Figure 1.9 Recognition Patterns
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Figure 1.10 Extremity
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Figure 1.11 Envelope
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Figure 1.12 Self-Portrait in Mold No.1

Figure 1.13 Self-Portrait in Mold No. 2
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Figure 1.14 Current, Still

Figure 1.15 Propagation
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Figure 1.16 Self Mended No. 1

Figure 1.17 Self Mended No. 2
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Figure 1.18 Forms of Healing and Repair
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Figure 1.19 Fracture/Extend
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Figure 2.1 Progressions
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Figure 2.2 Current
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Figure 3.1 A Loss of the Individual
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